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The platform-centric SoC method is aimed at the design of today’s SoC systems with emphasis on real-time, embedded systems. The approach provides a guideline and an SoC design environment that promotes an integration of state-of-the-art tools and techniques necessary for the development of the systems. It renders a new and better perspective towards co-design approaches, while also raising a level of design abstraction. Because the configurable platform objects are designed off-cycle, they contribute to a general improvement in development time. By incorporating their usage, the overall method strikes a balance between total design flexibility and minimal time-to-market.

The book proposes a new methodology for realizing platform-centric design of complex systems, and presents a detailed plan for its implementation. The proposed plan allows component vendors, system integrators and product developers to collaborate effectively and efficiently to create complex products within budget and schedule constraints. This book focuses more on the use of platforms in the design of products, and not on the design of platforms themselves.

Platform-centric design is not for everyone, as some may feel that it does not allow them to differentiate their offering from competitors to a significant degree. However, its proponents may claim that the time-tomarket and cost advantages of platform-centric design more than compensate for any drawbacks.

We are grateful to the faculty, students, and industry partners, participating in the State of Georgia’s Yamacraw Embedded Software Research Program at the Georgia Electronic Design Center (GEDC) of Georgia Institute of Technology for their support of our research in the past four years. We also thank professors Roger Webb, Nikil Jayant, Rao Tummala, Ron Schafer, Joy Laskar, and Herb Lehman at Georgia Tech, and Venu Dasigi of Southern Polytechnic State University (SPSU) for their encouragement and support.
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The Verilog PLI Handbook: A User's Guide  and Comprehensive Reference on the Verilog Programming Language InterfaceSpringer, 2002
The Verilog Programming Language Interface is a powerful feature of the Verilog standard. Through this interface, a Verilog simulator can be customized to perform virtually any engineering task desired, such as adding custom design debug utilities, adding proprietary file read/write utilities, and interfacing bus functional C language models to a...
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A Distributed Pi-CalculusCambridge University Press, 2007
Distributed systems are fast becoming the norm in computer science. Formal mathematical models and theories of distributed behavior are needed in order to understand them. This book proposes a distributed pi-calculus called Dpi, for describing the behavior of mobile agents in a distributed world. It is based on an existing formal language, the...
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The Joy of ClojureManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		The Joy of Clojure, Second Edition is a deep look at the Clojure language. Fully updated for Clojure 1.6, this new edition goes beyond just syntax to show you the "why" of Clojure and how to write fluent Clojure code. You'll learn functional and declarative approaches to programming...
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Gender Issues and Sexuality: Essential Primary SourcesGale, 2006

	Gender Issues and Sexuality: Essential Primary Sources provides insight into the personal, social, and political issues of gender and sexuality—issues that range from what many hold as intimate matters of personal belief to matters that stir, shake, and thus profoundly shape modern society.


	The women’s rights and gay...
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Learning PHP 5O'Reilly, 2004
Learning PHP 5 is the ideal tutorial for graphic designers, bloggers, and other web crafters who want a thorough but non-intimidating way to understand the code that makes web sites dynamic.  The book begins with an introduction to PHP, then moves to more advanced features: language basics, arrays and functions, web...
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Resistance and PersuasionLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
Do we need to convince you that persuasion is an important topic for the social
sciences? Probably not. You know that humans are social beings. Our communication,
psychology, social organization, political structures, market
choices—in short, everything we do—is interpersonally coordinated. Persuasion
is one of the...
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